TRAVEL INFORMATION

1) How to get from the airport to your living place.

In the airport you can order a taxi in the office in the airport and give the address of your living place in the office or to the driver. Estimated cost of taxi is 1500 Roubles (60 USD) the official taxi are yellow, with squairs drown. We do not recommend to accept the offers of nonofficial drivers.
Please contact us by the following mobile phone numbers:

+7  916  771 6628   Sergei Kozyrev,
+7  906  056 7784   Igor Volovich.

Telephon of the Organizing Commettee:
+7 495 135 14 49.

2) How to get from your living place to the Steklov institute.

The Institute is located at the corner of Gubkina str. and Vavilova str. Near from the Leninsky prospect.

From the hotel “Sputnik”: any trolleybus (until the bus stop "Univermag Moskva"), cross Leninskii prospect (avenue) and go by Gubkina str.

The best way to get to The Steklov Institute from the hotel “Voschod” is by underground. The nearest underground station to the hotel “Voschod” is Vladykino. Then you will need to get to “Chekhovskaya” underground station and transfer to “Pushkinskaya”, then to “Kitay - Gorod” station. There you will need to cross the platform and to get by train to the station “Akademicheskaya”.

The Steklov Institute is situated within walking distance from the station “Akademicheskaya”. It takes about 10 – 15 minutes to get from the station to the institute. For more precise information on which way to go you can see the map. “Akademicheskaya” station is situated next to the Japanese restaurant “Take” (marked with “10” on the map).